m igration show that the elderly (55 1 ) are more likely to leave than to move to the big cities.
Introduction: From Facts to Explanation
For many decades, dem ographic data have shown that the four big cities in the Netherlands (Amsterdam, The Hague, Rotterdam and Utrecht)Ð like several large cities in other countriesÐ have relatively more elderly persons (55 1 ) than most othe r parts of the country. In the near future, however, this phenom enon will probably change: in contrast to the national trend, the percentage of persons of 55 years and older in the four big cities has declined in the past few years (see Figure 1 ). If we take a closer look at the elderly in the four big cities by age group, it turns out that this decline is especially evident among persons of 55±64 years, follow ed by persons of 65±74 years. The proportion of the olde st age group (75 1 ) in the total population, on the other hand, has increased in the period 1980±85, and has been more or less stable from the year 1985 (see Figure 2 ). According to the popula tion forecasts for Amsterdam, the decline in the elderly population with respect to total population will continue up to the year 2001 (see Figure 3 ). This expected decline will mainly occur among persons of 75 years and over.
This decline in the proportion of elderly in the total population of the four big cities is mainly the result of the process of suburb anisation which had been taking place in the 1960s and 1970s. In those years, many young families moved from the big cities to the suburbs and to rural areas (Ginkel, 1979) . Because of this overspill, the num ber of per- 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 Four big cities The Netherlands The second problem facing the four big cities is the rise in crim inality. In 1980±92, for instance, the total num ber of crim es in Amsterdam noti® ed to the police, increased by approxim ately 34 per cent to 127 877. Probably more im porta nt than these ® gures, which show the actual increase in crime, is the observation that people living in big cities have the feeling that their city has becom e less safe. M any people are having feelings of fear in som e parts of their ow n neighbo urhood , especially the elderly. For example, an investigation into feelings of fear and danger has shown that elderly persons living in Amsterdam are relatively more afraid of becom ing victim s in their ow n city or neighbo urhood , and relatively often feel less safe in the streets or in their own hom e than younge r persons (O 1 S, 1993) . Nevertheless, the same study also shows that these elderly were less often victim s of crime in the past year. This apparent paradox of low victim isation rates and high levels of fear of being victim ised among the elderly is not only found in the Netherlands (e.g. Lindquist and Duke, 1982 ). An expla nation often mensons of 55±74 years is now relatively small in the four big cities. But the big cities are also faced with a negative balance of migration of elderly people: i.e. the percentage of elderly who move to the big city is smaller than those who leave. For instance in 1981± 91, 0.9 per cent of the elderly moved to Amsterdam, while about 2.5 per cent of the elderly left this city (see Tables 1 and 2) .
There is often a tendency to attribute entirely this negative balance of migration of elderly people to the proble ms which big cities mainly have to conte nd with, and which would have a negative effect on the living conditions of the popula tion in general, and the elderly in particular. These factors will now be described in greater detail.
First, due to an increasing volum e of traf® c, the accessibility of the local neighbourho od in the big cities is deteriorating. People ® nd it increasingly dif® cult to cross the street safely, especially highw ays, and to walk easily on the pavements. This is particularly so for the less healthy and less mobile elderly pedestrian (W ind et al., 1992) . recent years, many non-ind igenou s groups have settled in the big cities. For instance, the percentage of foreigners in the four big cities is considerably higher than in all other parts of the Netherlands. In 1993, 15 per cent of the popula tion in the four big cities consisted of foreigners, com pared to a 5 per cent national average. It is note worthy that these percentages do not give a com plete picture of the num ber of non-indigenous persons. M any people of foreign origin who have a Dutch passport, including Surinam ese and Antilleans, do not show up in these ® gures. The change in the com position of the popula tion is of course not a proble m in itself. How ever, the literature often states that the elderly in particular are afraid of this type of change. One thus argues that elderly persons will therefore not make conta ct quickly with these new neighb ours and local residents. As a consequence, it is likely that elderly persons feel more and more isolated if they are faced with many new people of foreign origin. And in that case, feelings of uneasiness and, therefore, feelings of loneliness will be strengthene d (W ind et al., 1992) . How ever, caution is needed because this statement has never been con® rmed with data on feelings of fear among the elderly regarding a high percentage of foreigners. So far, only the proble ms regarding the neighbo urhood have been conside red. But the housing stock of the four big cities in the Netherlands has som e speci® c problem s as well. First, a large num ber of houses are in bad condition, despite a wide range of urban renewal proje cts and activities focused on im provem ent of the existing housing stock. M any houses contend with problem s such as draught, dam p and poor foundations. According to the Dutch Housing M onitorin g System (Kwalitatieve W oningre gistratie), the quality of more than 10 per cent of the houses in the four big cities is very low , in contrast to a 4 per cent nationa l average. In addition, som e of the houses are still not provide d with all the basic convenie nces, like a separate bathroo m or show er (Ministry of Housing, Regional Development and the Environm ent, 1993) . tioned for the low criminal victim isation risk of the elderly concerns risk avoidance. Since elderly persons are usually more afraid, they will try to avoid risky situations, like the riskier areas and places in the city or neighbourho od, such as clubs and pubs; avoiding the riskier means of travel (public transport or on foot), and not leaving hom e in the evening. However, this`differential exposure' expla nation of low victim isation risks among the elderly has not been supporte d by Clarke et al. (1985) . They have shown that even when frequency and riskiness (means of travel, destination and activity) of going out are taken into account, the elderly are still less likely to be victim s than the middle -aged or young. Some other expla nations could be the elderly' s reduced chance of com ing into direct contact with offenders or their low er`attractiveness' as victims, being less desirable sexual targets and being seen as less likely to be carrying valuables (Clarke et al., 1985; van Dijk and Steinm etz, 1983) .
Thirdly, the compositio n of the population of the four big cities has rapidly changed. In Secondly, in contrast to the rest of the Netherlands, the majority of the housing stock consists of¯ats of less than four storeys with no elevator. In itself this is not a problem . However, it becom es a problem for less healthy and less mobile elderly persons.
The last problem , which is related to the difference in type of housing between the four big cities and other areas of the Netherlands, concerns the average size of the houses. Persons living in the big cities usually have a small living room and fewer rooms. For a long time, it was taken for granted that elderly persons do not prefer a big house: partly due to health problem s, a house with many room s would be too inconvenient. Recently, however, data show that the elderly also wish to have a house with more living space (Rongen and de Heij, 1993) .
Of course, besides these housing and neighb ourhood proble ms, some features can be mentioned which are characteristic of big cities and which have a positiv e effect on the living conditio ns of the population in general, and the elderly in particular. A wellequippe d public transport system, the availability of specialised services and facilities, and the location of houses in the direct vicinity of services and facilities are the most im portant attractive features. Another attractive feature which applies to a large share of housing in a big city is the level of rent. Although the rent of housin g in the four big cities has risen more rapidly on average than in the suburbs, people in the big cities still live relatively very cheaply.
Given the housin g and neighbo urhood problem s of the big cities mentioned above , it is not surprising that it is often assumed that these problem s contribute to a negative balance of migration of elderly persons. How ever, the observation assumes that these problem s are inde ed perceived as very negative by the elderly themselves. In that case, these problem s would indeed affect living condition s negatively. This applies of course to everyone, but especially to the less healthy and less mobile elderly. They are then faced with unwanted changes in housing and neighbourhood characteristics. In other words, in such a case, the elderly will perceive discrepancies between their present and preferred housing and neighbour hood characteristics. According to the`stress-threshold' approach, housing and neighbou rhood discrepancies, together with personal characteristics and weak social bonds, lead to a certain amount of dissatisfaction and stress with their residential situation . When this dissatisfaction exceeds a certain threshold level, it can result in an intention to move (Brown and Moore, 1970; Fokkem a et al., 1993; Speare, 1974; Varady, 1980) . To our knowledg e, however, no detailed research has been carried out so far on the validity of these assumptions. Is it true that elderly persons indeed perceive the housing and neighbour hood problem s of the big cities as very negative? If so, do these discrepancies, besides other housing and neighbourhood discrepancies, personal characteristics and weak social bonds, lead to residential dissatisfaction? And does this dissatisfaction result in an intention to move? The aim of this article is to provide an answer to these questions. This will be done through a comprehensive explanatory model based on path analysis and by using survey data among elderly persons (55 1 ) in two contrasting districts of Amsterdam, in the Netherlands.
The Data
The data used in this article have been collected as part of a larger research proje ct on the present and preferred living situation of the elderly population in tw o districts of Amsterdam,`De Baarsjes' and``Rivierenbuurt' ' , conducted by the Departm ent of Sociology and Social Gerontolo gy (SSG) and the Science Shop of the Free University in Amsterdam, and the Research Institute for Housing (RIW ) at the Technic al University in Delft, (Raaijmakers and Leene, 1992; W ind et al., 1992) . The prim ary objective of this research has been to improve the independent living of elderly persons in these tw o districts through the developm ent of polic y strategies. Unlike other districts of Amsterdam , the percentage of elderly people is low in`De Baarsjes' and high in the`Rivierenbuurt' (19 per cent versus 29 per cent). In addition, 39 per cent of the popula tion in`De Baarsjes' consists of foreigne rs, compared to 16 per cent in the`R ivierenbuurt' . Furthe rmore, the`Rivierenbuurt' has always been an e Â litist neighbo urhood ; especially highly educated people live in this district.`De Baarsjes' , on the other hand, is, a typical working-class district. The second difference refers to the housing stock. On average, houses in the`Rivierenbuurt' are larger and have more rooms. M oreover, the houses in this district are in better condition. In addition, the rent of the houses in the`Rivierenbuurt' is highe r on average. A ® nal difference concerns the neighbo urhood . W hile crime is the main proble m in`De Baarsjes' , the`R ivierenbuurt' especially contends with traf® c problem s.
In order to discover the opinion of the elderly them selves, face-to-face interviews were carried out among a sample of persons aged 55 and over during Novem ber 1991 to M ay 1992. The sample was draw n from the register of elderly people residing within the two Amsterdam districts. Of the 1233 elderly persons approached, 492 have actually been intervie wed, which means a total response rate of only 40 per cent. The prim ary reason for non-response (90 per cent) was refusal: pote ntial respondents refused to participate by either ® lling in an enclosed reply card or saying to the interviewer that they did not want to participate at the mom ent they were visited. Only a small percentage of the persons approa ched could not be interviewed because of death/illness (5 per cent), because they had moved (2 per cent), or because they could not be traced (2 per cent).
This low rate is not surprising since high non-re sponse in social science research is a generally know n, international phenom enon (Bethlehem and Kersten, 1986) . In the last few years, the percentage of non-response has clearly increased, especially in big cities. A ® rst plausible expla nation concerns a grow ing tendency towards smaller households, together with an increase in the mobility of the popula tion, resulting in problem s of reaching people. It is worthw hile noting that the main increase in the num ber of households consisting of one or two persons, which are usually the most dif® cult to reach, has been in the four biggest cities in the Netherlands. A second plausible explanation for this grow ing percentage of non-response refers to an increasing awareness of privacy, together with increasing interview fatigue caused by the increasing num ber of surveys being held, especially in urban areas. In addition, Bethlehem and Kersten (1986) , analysis on non-re sponse by age, have show n that the percentage of non-response is the highest among elderly, which is mainly caused by refusals and health reasons.
Nevertheless, caution is needed since a low response rate may result in som e pote ntial biases. This is the case if, due to non-response , certain groups in the popula tion are under-or over-represented and behave differently with respect to the characteristics being investigated. Unfortunately, we lack data on those who did not com plete the interview. Thus, we are not able to determine whether or not there are systematic differences in, for instance, the present and preferred living condition s betw een the participants and nonparticipants. How ever, in order to assess the representativeness of the two samples to a certain extent, selected characteristics of the respondents have been com pared to census data for the two districts of Amsterdam.
W ith regard to the ® rst district,`De Baarsjes' , the ratio of males to females, as well as the distribu tions regarding age and ethnic ity in the sample, are nearly identical to those found in the census. The only bias in this sample relates to marital status: while married or cohabiting people are underre presented in the sample, widow s and widow ers are overrepresented. W hen the sample relating to the second district,`R ivierenbuurt' , is com pared to the census data, there is a som ewhat low er percentage in the sample of persons aged 65±74 and a som ewhat higher percentage of persons aged 75 or older. In addition, as with the ® rst district, an overrepresentation of the widow ed and an underrepresentation of married or cohabiting people is found in the sample. The ratio of males to females and the ethnic distribu tion of the sample, on the other hand, are roughly equivalent to those of the census.
In sum mary, despite the relatively high non-re sponse, the elderly in the two samples resemble the elderly living in the two Amsterdam districts in most respects, with the main exception of low er proportions of married or cohabiting people and highe r proportions of the widow ed. Since the present and preferred living conditions of the widow ed are different from those who are married or live toge ther, som e caution is needed in generalising the results of this research. In addition, it should be noted that these data do not necessarily give a representative picture of all elderly living in the four big cities and, although these two districts contrast sharply with each othe r, it is also doubtfu l whether these data are representative of the elderly population all over the city. Nevertheless, it seems useful to analyse these data in order to get a plausible im pression.
Discrepancies: Present versus Preferred Housing and Neighbou rhood Characteristics
This section will focus on the question to what extent the respondents perceive a discrepancy with regard to several housing and neighbo urhood features. W e will not lim it ourselves to the speci® c housing and neighbourhoo d proble ms of the four big cities in the Netherlands, discussed in Section 1; other discrepancies will also be considered. (see Tables 3, 4 , 5 and 6).
First of all, a discrepancy can be assessed for those housing and neighb ourhood characteristics of which the present as well as the preferred situation is know n. A simple comparison of the present with the preferred situation show s how many elderly perceive a discrepancy. In addition, we may identify which type of discrepancy the elderly are facing. In principle, a discrepancy is tw osided: on the one hand, a speci® c characteristic of the house or neighb ourhood is preferred by an elderly person, but is seen as being in short supply unde r the present circum stances. On the other hand, a speci® c characteristic may be available but less desirable. Both types will be considered as separate discrepancies, unless stated otherwise. Secondly, the elderly have been asked to give their opinion on tw o housin g features, viz., the size of the living room (Table 3 ) and the ratio betw een their living costs and their incom e (Table 6) .
1 The answer to these tw o questions indicates directly to what degree these two characteristics are in conformity with their preferences.
Finally, for som e housing and neighbourhood characteristics, only the present situation is know n: the availability of a separate bathroo m or show er (Table 3) , housing characteristics concerning the state of repair (Table 3) , neighbourhood characteristics concerning accessibility (Table 4 ) and neighbourhoo d characteristics concerning safety (Table 4) . Nevertheless, a discrepancy can be identi® ed because it is reasonable to assum e T able 4. Perceived discrepa ncy with respect to neighbo urhood accessib ility and safety problem s of the big cities, by elderly, in two districts of A msterdam that everyone basically has the same preferences. For instance, it seems plausible that the elderly may see a discrepancy if they live in a house which is in a bad state of repair or if they live in a dange rous neighb ourhood . As a consequence, the discrepancy of these characteristics is one-sided. From Tables 3, 4 and 5 it appears that a considerable num ber of respondents have problem s with various current housing and neighb ourhood features which are quite often considered to be the proble ms of the big city. W ith regard to the house (see Table 3 ), ® rst, the elderly are particularly unha ppy with the storey on which they live: 47 per cent of the respondents see a discrepancy in this respect. Because in our data set alm ost everyone lives in a¯at with no lift, it is not surprising that the majority of them prefer to live on a low er storey. Although one would expect that this discrepancy would be seen sooner by either olde r people or those who need care, from the data it appears that this discrepancy is especially found among people aged 55±64 years.
Secondly, many houses are in a bad state of repair: cracks in the walls and houses not kept in good condition by the ow ner are the main proble ms in this regard. As expected, the state of repair is strongly related to the construc tion of the dwellings: 48 per cent of the elderly live in an old house which is not renova ted and has big cracks in the walls, com pared to 20 per cent of the elderly living either in a new house or in an old house which has been renova ted. In addition, the elderly living in a non-renova ted house more often see the chance of heating their house as poor (16 per cent com pared to 7 per cent) and that their house is not properly maintained by its ow ner (58 per cent com pared to 15 per cent).
Thirdly, a considerable num ber of the responde nts see a discrepancy with respect to the num ber of rooms. However, this discrepancy does not correspond well with our expectations. As houses in the big city are generally not so large, it is surprising that they would rather have a house with fewer room s than a house with more room s. The size of the living room , on the othe r hand, should preferably be larger instead of smaller. Further analysis of these tw o discrepancies shows that seeing a discrepancy as regards the number of rooms can neither be related to age and need of care of the respondents nor to household size. Seeing a discrepancy with respect to the size of the living room , how ever, holds especially for those elderly living in`De Baarsjes' . Finally, not all houses of the respondents have a separate bathroo m or show er.
W ith regard to the neighb ourhood (see Tables 4 and 5) , ® rst, a high percentage of the elderly thinks that the accessibility of their neighbourhood is poor: they have problems crossing the street safely (37 per cent) as well as walking on the footpa th freely (34 per cent). One would expect that the perceived accessibility of the neighb ourhood would depend on the two highly correlated variables`age' and`need of care' . From the data, how ever, a signi® cant relationship exists only between`walking on the footpath freely' and`need of care' . The elderly who do not need care more often think that they can walk on the footpa th freely. In addition, it seems that poor accessibility in the neighbourhoo d does not in¯uence the frequency of going out: the elderly who see the accessibility of their neighbourhood as poor are not signi® cantly less likely to leave their hom e.
Secondly, a large num ber of the elderly are to som e extent afraid of crime. This is not surprising, because most of the respondents have actually been confronted with som e kind of crim e. Despite the fact that most of the respondents feel safe in their district during the day (94 per cent), 13 per cent of the elderly still avoid certain parts of their district. M oreover, a high percentage of the elderly (55 per cent) do not leave their house during the evening. In addition, 12 per cent of the respondents reported that they som etim es feel unsafe in their ow n hom e when they are alone. This percentage is relatively low, conside ring the fact that 32 per cent of the elderly have experienced attempted burglary of their house . M oreover, nearly twothirds of the respondents (63 per cent) said that several burgla ries had taken place in the neighbo urhood recently. Furthermore, only 16 per cent of the elderly has ever been annoye d in the district. W hen the four variables referring to fear or danger (Table 4) are related to the age of the respondents, differences show up betw een the three age groups (55±64, 65±74, 75 1 ) on the one hand, and feeling safe during the day in the evening' and`leaving the house in the evening' on the othe r hand. The elderly of 75 years or older do not feel safe in their district during the day. And while 71 per cent of the respondents aged 55±64 leave their house in the evening, only 45 per cent of the respondents aged 65±74 and no more than 23 per cent of the respondents of 75 years or older go out during the evening. From the latter ® nding one may not draw the conclusion im mediately that the elderly are obvious ly more likely to be afraid to go out during the evening as age increases, since it appears that leaving the house in the evening' is also signi® cantly related to the need of care among the elderly. In addition, it seems that feelings of danger do in¯uence the frequency of leaving the hom e. Elderly persons are less likely to go out if they do not feel safe in siderable num ber of respondents with no persons of foreign origin around them , prefer to live next to them . Although it is of course possible that people prefer to live in a multiracial neighb ourhood , it is questiona ble to what extent these elderly really perceive a discrepancy. One can im agine that socially desirable answ ers may especially occur among people who are not faced with people of foreign origin in their present situation. Therefore, this perceived discrepancy will not be included in our furthe r analysis. However, the elderly do not only see a discrepancy with respect to the speci® c housing and neighb ourhood problem s of the big city (see Tables 6 and 7) . First, among many elderly, the present type of housing is not in conformity with their preferences (Table 6 ). The majority of them live in a`norm al' house, while they would actually prefer a type of housing which is more suitable for the less healthy and less mobile elderly, like a retirement hom e, or an old people ' s hom e. In addition, this perceived discrepancy appears to be signi® cantly related to age: the olde r the respondents are, the more often they see a discrepancy between their present and their preferred type of housing . W hile their district during the day, if they do not leave their house during the evening, or if they have ever been annoyed in their district. Furthermore, a signi® cant relationships exists betw een feelings of danger and the degree of loneliness. Elderly persons who do not feel safe in their district during the day, elderly who do not leave their hom e during the evening, elderly who do not feel safe alone in their house , elderly who live in a neighbo urhood where recently several burglaries have taken place, as well as those elderly who have ever been annoyed in their district, are more often found among those elderly who experience a high degree of loneliness.
Finally, although the majority of the responde nts seems to have no problem s with the compositio n of the population by ethnic origin in their neighbourhood (Table 5 ) still a considerable num ber of elderly who live next to or near people of foreign origin do not prefer this situation. This is especially the case if the local residents by ethnic origin are taken into consideration. The percentage of elderly who see this discrepancy is quite high, particularly given the high probability of socially desirable answ ers. But the opposite discrepancy occurs as well: a con- the majority of the respondents aged 55±64 and 65±74 currently live in their preferred type of housing (72 per cent and 53 per cent), their present housin g corresponds to their preference among only 44 per cent of the respondents of 75 years or older. This is not surprising, since getting olde r generally goes together with failing health. Therefore, a signi® cant relation is also found between the perceived discrepancy concerning the type of housing and the need for care: a difference betw een the present and preferred type of housing is more often found among elderly persons who need care. Secondly, although the average rent in the big cities is relatively low , a large num ber of elderly feel they have to spend a large amount of their incom e on living costs (Table 6 ). As expected, those elderly with low incom es view the propor tion of their incom e spent on living costs as excessive.
Thirdly, many respondents see a discrepancy concerning housing facilities because a preferred facility is not available in their present dwelling (see Table 7 ). This is especially the case with respect to an intercom system, social alarm system, central heating and antislip devices in the bathroom . It is remarkable, how ever, that some elderly who have a certain facility in their present dwelling, do not want this facility in another house. This especially applies to an extra telephone connec tion, central heating, and special hinge s and locks. Because it is very doubtful whether these elderly really see a discrepancy, this will not be considered as a discrepancy in our further analysis. Obviously, it has been veri® ed whether there is a signi® cant relation betw een the discrepancies seen with regard to the housing facilities (i.e. not available but preferred) on the one hand, and age and need of care of the elderly on the othe r hand. It follow s that especially the elderly aged 65±74 years see a discrepancy with respect to a sunken doorm at in the¯oor. In addition, this age group as well as the elderly of 75 years or older would like to have a special seat in their show er. Furthe rmore, the discrepancy seen with regard to hand grips is especially found among the elderly of 75 years or older. M oreover, it emerges from the data that the tw o perceived a A n intercom is a system near the front door, allow ing voice contact w ith whom ever has rung the doorbel l; a ram p is an incline near the front door for wheelcha ir access; a social alarm system is used to request assistan ce in the event of an emergency ; an alarm system is intended to safegua rd the hom e against burglars .
discrepancies concerning hand grips and a special seat in the shower are not only related to the age of the respondents but also to the need of care. Finally, the present com positio n of their neighb ours and local residents, either by family phase or by age, does not always correspond with their preferred com position (Table 8) .
Explaining M oving Plans of the Elderly I: The Stress-Threshold M odel
Having conside red the extent to which the elderly in this study see discrepancies betw een a num ber of their present and preferred housing and neighb ourhood characteristics, it is interesting to examine which of these discrepancies are so im portant that these caused the elderly to wish to move. For that purpose , the stress-threshold approach served as the starting point for our analysis. Brown and Moore (1970) belong to the ® rst researchers who advocate the stress-threshold approach. One important contribution of Brown and Moore to the developm ent of a theory concerning moving is the distinction of two phases in the decision-making process. They view the act of moving as a result of two distinct, yet interrelated, decisions of the household : ® rst, the decision whether to move from the present place of residence (the intention to move); secondly, once the ® rst decision has been made, the decision where to move. Although this article will only focus on the ® rst phaseÐ i.e. which factors play an important role in the decision-making process that leads to the intention to moveÐ the second phase will be brie¯y discussed as well.
In the ® rst phase, it is possible that a household perceives some stress due to a discrepancy between its present and preferred living conditio ns which is assumed to be caused by either internal or external stressors. Internal stressors are changes in the circumstances within the household, resulting in change s in needs and preferences. Applied to elderly persons, an example is a physical decline which may result in a desire to move to a house on the ground¯oor, an adapted house and/or a house near services and facilities. In addition, a decline in incom e due to being retired may result in a desire to move to a less expensive house. External stressors, on the othe r hand, are changes in the present living conditions, outside the household. Exam ples of such stressors are deterioration of the house , increased traf® c and crime, and an unde sired change in the com position of the popula tion. If this stress does not exceed a certain threshold level, there is no reason for the household to consider moving and hence it remains in the present dw elling. On the other hand, if this stress does exceed the threshold level, the household faces a stress situation which may result in an intentio n to move. How ever, this is not the only alternative for removing the stress; the house hold can also adapt the house, neighb ourhood or som e of the preferences.
However, if after conside ring possible actions the household intends to move, it ends up in the second phase of the decision-m aking process. In this phase, the household will ® rst search for and select alternative residences. Next, these selected residential alternatives are compared with the present and preferred living conditions and evaluated. M oving is not always the result of the second phase; it is possible that a household cannot ® nd its preferred residential location or that realisation is not possible (e.g. for ® nancial reasons) and therefore does not move despite great stress. In that case, the household might im prove its dwelling or neighbourhood or adapt the preferred living conditions in the direction of its present living condition s.
Several researchers have tried to put the ideas of B rown and M oore as well as their own thought s into a structural model that can be tested empirically. One of the best-know n models with regard to the ® rst phase is the residential satisfaction model of relocation of Speare (1974; and Speare et al., 1975 ; see Figure 4 ). As one can see, Speare assumes that the background characteristics affect moving plans indirectly, i.e. they in¯uence the level of residential dissatisfaction which in turn affects the likeliho od of moving plans. Thus, in Speare' s model, the level of residential dissatisfaction is view ed as an intervening variable betw een the background characteristics on the one hand and the moving plans on the other hand. W hen this model is com pared to the ideas of Brow n and M oore, three main differences emerge.
The ® rst difference is minor. Speare prefers to speak about`dissatisfaction' instead of`stress' in order to avoid the connotation of mental tension. The second difference concerns the social bonds. According to Brow n and M oore, the intentio n to move will only be expressed if stress exceeds a threshold level. They assum e that this level is mainly determined by social bonds to the present residence: if som eone has strong social bonds, the threshold level will be very high, and therefore the person will be less inclined to move. In short, Brown and M oore have mainly emphasised the factors which push the persons to conside r to move; social bonds have only been taken into conside ration im plicitly. Speare and othe r researchers (e.g. Huff and Clark, 1978; Varady, 1980; Preston, 1984; and B urby and Rohe, 1990) , on the other hand, have suggested that factors which restrain people from considering moving should be considered explicitly. Therefore, Speare assumes that the social bonds to the present residence have an independent opposite effect on the level of residential dissatisfactionÐ i.e. these social bonds contribute to satisfaction with living there. Consequently, in his model, the decision whether to move is the result of tw o dive rgent forces.
Finally, the third difference refers to the absence of discrepancy betw een the present and preferred living condition s in Speare' s model. Although Speare assumes that the level of residential dissatisfaction is caused by social bonds and by the perceived discrepancy between the present and preferred living conditio ns which, in turn, is affected by internal and external stressors, only a causal connection betw een several background characteristics and the level of residential dissatisfaction shows up in his model. These background characteristics consist of personal characteristics, obje ctive housing characteristics, objective neighb ourhood characteristics and social bonds. The main drawback of this approa ch concerns the exclusion of the preferred housing and neighbourho od characteristics, with the result that the extent of perceived discrepancy between the present and preferred living conditio ns is actually unknow n. Speare has tried to solve this proble m by making tw o im plicit assumptions so that the ® rst three sets of background characteristicsÐ personal, objective housing and obje ctive neighb ourhood characteristicsÐ can be considered as indicators for the discrepancy between the present and preferred living condition s.
First of all, Speare assumes im plicitly that certain personal characteristics re¯ect som e discrepancies which are not included in the objective housing and neighb ourhood characteristics. By assum ing that older people are more able to live in dw ellings they ® nd congenial, for instance, Speare actually assum es that olde r persons in general experience less discrepancy betw een their present and preferred dw elling type and, therefore, are more satis® ed with their residence. In addition, Speare assumes that certain personal factors provide inhe rent satisfaction. For example, he believes that residential satisfaction increases with age because older persons tend to be generally more satis® ed. Although this assumption seems very crude and generalised, the results of Speare' s study, as well as several other studie s (e.g. Newman and Duncan, 1979; Varady, 1980) , have shown that a num ber of personal characteristics are indeed signi® cant predictors for the level of residential dissatisfaction.
Secondly, Speare assum es im plicitly that the preferences of all respondents are the same for each incorpora ted obje ctive housing and neighbourhood feature. For instance, he assum es that each person prefers a house with many room s, and therefore it is hypothesised that people with large house s will usually be more satis® ed than those living in small houses. This does not seem to be a correct assum ption: people are different and therefore have different preferences. Varady (1980) has solved this problem partly by not only taking obje ctive housing and neighbourhood characteristics into account, but also perceived housing and neighb ourhood problems as background characteristics, like deterioration of the house and crime. It does seem plausible to assume that people see a discrepancy if they live in a house of low quality and in a dangerous neighbo urhood . Although this approa ch is an im provem ent of Speare' s model, it can be extended by considering both the present and preferred situation of those housing and neighbo urhood characteristics for which different people are likely to have different preferences. W e know only one study (Tazelaar, 1985) in which the discrepancy of all incorporated housing and neighbourhood characteristics is measured by ratings of present and preferred housing and neighb ourhood conditions. In his study, however, the discrepancy is used as a substitute for the level of residential dissatisfaction.
In order to solve com pletely this proble m inhe rent in Speare' s model, our study modi® ed his model by substituting`perceived housing and neighb ourhood discrepancies' for`obje ctive housing and neighbo urhood characteristics' (see Figure  5 ). In addition, with regard to the level of residential dissatisfaction, a distinction was made between`the level of housing dissatisfaction' and`the level of neighb ourhood dissatisfaction' . This allow ed us to assess the relative im portance of these tw o dissatisfaction variables. Finally, as it is likely that housing and neighbo urhood dissatisfaction are related, a correlation betw een these tw o dissatisfaction variables is assumed.
E xplaining M oving Plans of the Elderly II: The Analysis
In Section 3, it was shown that many elderly in our study inde ed see a discrepancy be- tw een those housing and neighbo urhood features which refer to the speci® c housin g and neighb ourhood problem s of the big city. If these perceived discrepancies are of great im porta nce to them , these discrepancies will have a very negative effect on their present living conditions. In that case, according to the stress-threshold approa ch, these discrepancies will lead, togethe r with other housing and neighbo urhood discrepancies, personal characteristics and weak social bonds, to residential dissatisfaction which in turn affects the likeliho od of moving plans. The framework discussed in Section 4 (see Figure 5 ) is used to verify this. Therefore, a structural model based on path analysis is used. 2 One of the desirable features of path analysis is the opportunity it gives to examine the extent to which both the level of housing and neighb ourhood dissatisfaction act as intervening variables: through path analysis, the total effects of the background characteristics on the moving plans can be decom posed into direct effects, which operate independently of the tw o intervening variables, and indirect effects, which operate through them. The indirect effects are measured by multiplying the coef® cients of the background characteristics through the level of dissatisfaction with the house or neighbourhoo d by the coef® cients of the level of housing or neighbo urhood dissatisfaction. Thus, althoug h no arrow is drawn directly from the background characteristics to the moving plans in Figure 5 , whether there is a direct effect is certainly examined.
Results
Figure 6 only include s those background characteristics which in the path analysis were found to have a signi® cant effect on the moving plans of the elderly in our study, whether or not through the level of housing and/or neighbourhood dissatisfaction. Since all estim ated coef® cients are standardised in this ® gure, the relative im pact of each of these background characteristics can be indicated. Table 9 show s the standardised indirect, direct, and total effects of the factors. Som e interesting ® ndings emerge from Figure 6 as well as Table 9 .
First of all, it appears that most of the perceived discrepancies in respect of the speci® c housing and neighb ourhood problems of the big cities do inde ed affect moving plans signi® cantly. Elderly persons are more inclined to move if their house has too few room s, if the storey of their house is too high, if their house is in a bad state of repair, if they live next to som e neighb ours of foreign origin whom they do not like, and if they see their neighb ourhood as unsafe. It is interesting that`living room too small' ,`present local residents by ethnic origin not liked' , and`accessibility of the neighbo urhood' Ð the other three speci® c housing and neighb ourhood problem s of the big cities included in the analysisÐ do not have a signi® cant in¯uence on moving plans. Elderly persons who see the living room of their house as too small, the elderly who have som e local residents who are not liked by them because of their foreign origin, as well as the elderly who think that the accessibility of their neighbourhood is bad, do not have a signi® cantly higher probability of form ulating moving plans than the elderly who do not perceive these problem s. Secondly, most of the discrepancies seen in those housin g and neighbourhood features which are not considered to be the speci® c problem s of the big cities do not have a signi® cant effect on moving plans. The elderly do not have moving plans soone r if they think they have too many room s, if som e preferred housing facilities are not available in their present dwelling and if the present com position of their neighbo urs and local residents by age as well as by family phase is not what they would like. The only exception refers to the rated share of living costs in incom e: those elderly who think they have to spend a large amount of their incom e on living costs are less often inclined to move.
Thirdly, Figure 6 show s that, follow ing the stress-threshold approach, most of the signi® cant housing and neighb ourhood discrepancies seen affect the moving plans of the respondents in an indirect manner: the elderly who see these discrepancies are more dissatis® ed with their house and neighbourhood and are therefore more inclined to move. This does not apply to the elderly who prefer to live in a hom e on a lower storey. Regardless of their level of housing and neighbo urhood dissatisfaction, they are more often inclined to move. Two expla nations can be given. First, it is possible that the respondents did not consider the storey of their hom e as one of the housin g features when they answered the question to what extent they are satis® ed with their house . A second expla nation is that these elderly are still satis® ed with the storey of their hom e at this moment and therefore satis® ed with their hom e entirely, but they think that the storey of their hom e will cause problem s in the near future and therefore are already expressing the wish to move. From the data, it appears that almost all respondents live in¯ats with no elevator. Using the stairs in order to leave and enter the home becom es more dif® cult in the event of poorer health.
In addition, the variable`rated share of living costs in incom e' has a signi® cant positive indirect as well as a negative direct effect on moving plans. Those elderly who think that a large amount of their incom e goes towards paying their living costs are, on the one hand, less satis® ed with their house and hence more often incline d to move. On the other hand, these elderly are less likely to have moving plans, regardless of whether they are satis® ed or dissatis® ed with their house. However, because of the stronger negative direct effect, the total effect of this variable is negative (see Table 9 ). An explanation for this ® nding can be give n by emphasising that their present living costs are on average relatively low . In Section 1, it has been mentione d that the average rent in big cities in the Netherlands is lower than in the suburb s. In addition, it emerges from the data that most of the respondents have lived in their present house for a very long tim e. Although they have probably experienced a rent increase in the last few years, it seems plausible to assum e that their current rent is still low er than the rent of people who have only lived in their house for a few years, due to rent regulations in the Netherlands. So, with these two points in mind, it is likely that the respondents would have to pay more rent if they were to move, a situation which results in a reduction of their income available for othe r needs. W hen one assumes that the elderly are aware of this, it is not surprising that especially the elderly who think they have to pay a large amount of their incom e on living costs at this mom ent are less inclined to move.
Fourthly, most of the signi® cant perceived housing discrepancies only in¯uence the level of housing dissatisfaction, while most of the signi® cant neighb ourhood discrepancies only affect the level of neighbo urhood dissatisfaction. There are two exceptions: thè state of repair' and`present neighb ours by ethnic origin not liked' . Elderly persons who live in a house which is in bad repair are not only more dissatis® ed with their house , but also with their neighbourhood. This is not surprising, since a house in a bad state of repair is usually found in a neighbo urhood where many othe r houses also have the same problem . And it is very likely that this general deterioration of the neighb ourhood has contributed to dissatisfaction with the neighbourhoo d on the whole . The elderly living next to som e neighbo urs who are not liked by them because of their foreign origin are less satis® ed with their neighb ourhood as well as their house . Unfortun ately, it is still too often the case that people of foreign origin live in a neighbo urhood where the quality of many of the house s is very low (Entzinger and van Praag, 1994) . Many of these houses contend with problem s of draught, damp and poor foundations, and they are often very noisy. Thus, this neighbourhoo d discrepancy probably also provide s inform ation on housing problem s that is not incorpo rated in any of the housin g variables.
Fifthly, all personal characteristics considered in the analysis, as well as the tw o variables with regard to social bonds, also have a signi® cant effect on the intention to move, through the level of dissatisfaction with the house and/or neighbo urhood . Respondents of 75 years or older are more satis® ed with both their house and neighbourhoo d and, as a result, they are less likely to have moving plans. Furthermore, while the number of persons in the household and the degree of lone liness are signi® cant determinants of the level of housing dissatisfaction, the ® nancial position as well as the need for care are crucial determinants of the level of neighb ourhood dissatisfaction. Both the elderly who do not share their house with othe r persons, as well as those who are less lonely, are more satis® ed with their house. Neighbou rhood satisfaction, on the other hand, is more often found among elderly who are in a relatively com fortable ® nancial positio n, and among elderly who are no longer able to do their ow n housekeeping. In addition, the elderly who have strong social bonds are more satis® ed with their house as well as their neighb ourhood , and are therefore less incline d to move.
Finally, inspection of the standardised indirect effects indicates, as might be expected, that the state of repair of the house is clearly the most im portant determinant of the level of housing dissatisfaction. The discrepancỳ present neighb ours by ethnic origin not liked' as well as the need for care, on the other hand, are the most im portant determinants of the level of neighbo urhood dissatisfaction. W hen the standardised direct effects of the two intervening variables are compared, it appears that the level of housing dissatisfaction is as im portant as the level of neighb ourhood dissatisfaction. It is interesting, however, that the discrepancy`storey too high' exerts a direct effect on moving plans that is larger than both the level of housing and neighb ourhood dissatisfaction. By inspecting the standardised total effects, it becom es clear that the state of repair and the discrepancy`storey too high' are the two background characteristics which exert the greatest in¯uence on moving plans. This ® nding highlig hts the im portance of these tw o housing discrepancies in the decisionmaking process of moving by the elderly.
Summary and Policy Implications
Although the four big cities in the Netherlands are still the most ageing areas of the country, it is expected that the num ber of elderly persons will stagnate or even decrease in the near future. In addition to the process of suburb anisation which has taken place in the 1960s and 1970s, a negative balance of migration of elderly people also plays a role.
In order to offer an expla nation why the elderly are more likely to leave than to move into the big city, one often refers to the problem s which big cities mainly have to contend with. An increasing amount of traf® c and therefore a decrease in the accessibility of the neighbourhood, an increase in (fear of) crime, and a rapid change in the com positio n of the population are the most im porta nt problem s with regard to the neighbo urhood . In addition, many houses in the big cities are in bad repair, some house s are still not provide d with all basic conveniences, most of the hom es are¯ats with no elevator, and the houses are relatively small. If it is true that these problem s are indeed seen as very negative by the elderly in the four big cities, then it seems plausible to assume that these proble ms have contributed to a negative balance of migration of elderly persons. In that case, these problem s can be viewed by the elderly as unde sired (changes in their present) housing and neighbo urhood characteristics. According to the stressthreshold approach, perceived housing and neighbo urhood discrepancies, together with personal characteristics and weak social bonds, lead to a certain amount of residential dissatisfaction which may well result in an intentio n to move.
This article has examined the extent to which these assumptions are valid for the elderly in two districts of Amsterdam. The results show that a considerable num ber of respondents inde ed see a discrepancy in respect of the speci® c housing and neighbourhood problem s of the big city. Furthe rmore, besides the rated share of living costs in incom e, personal characteristics and weak social bonds, most of these perceived housing and neighb ourhood discrepancies emerge as im porta nt determinants of plans to move. In addition, most of these background characteristics affect plans to move through their effect on the two dissatisfaction variables, the level of dissatisfaction with the house and neighbo urhood . Only the housing discrepancy`storey too high' and the rated share of living costs in income affect moving plans directly.
Before ending this paper, tw o lim itations of this research will be note d. First, although it is show n in Section 2 that the tw o samples used are quite representative of the elderly popula tion living in the two districts of Amsterdam in most respects, a bias is found with regard to marital statusÐ that is, married or cohabitin g people are unde rrepresented and the widow ed are overrepresented. Therefore, som e caution is needed when attempting to generalise the results of this research to all the elderly living in the two Amsterdam districts. In addition, generalising ® ndings based on these data to Amsterdam and the other three big cities in the Netherlands must await further research. Secondly, this research has only focused on the intention to move. Of course, not all people who intend to move will actually move. This is highly dependent on the restrictions people are faced with, like lim itations on the housing market. Nevertheless, we believe that the research discussed in this article is useful for several reasons.
Since the data used conta in both the present and the preferred situation of many housing and neighb ourhood characteristics for which different people are likely to have different preferences, a correct impression could be gained of several housing and neighb ourhood discrepancies seen by the elderly population studied. In addition, it is the ® rst detailed study attempting to answer the question whether speci® c housing and neighb ourhood problem s of big cities are indeed the key factors resulting in an intentio n to move. Furthermore, the results reported do shed light on som e issues which are particularly im porta nt for local gove rnm ent. There are three ® ndings of this research which are very im porta nt from a policy perspective. First of all, since a considerable num ber of the elderly in the tw o districts of Amsterdam see a discrepancy with several housin g and neighb ourhood featuresÐ including the speci® c housin g and neighbourhood problems of the big citiesÐ there is still a lot of work to be done in order to let all the elderly live in a decent house and a suitable neighbourho od.
W ith regard to the speci® c neighb ourhood problem s of the big cities, it emerges from the data that many elderly see the accessibility of their neighbourhood as bad: som e streets cannot be crossed safely, and they can not always walk on the footpa th freely. In order to improve the accessibility of the neighbo urhood , one can think of more protected crossings, (giving pedestrians more tim e to cross the street safely), a stricter enforcement of anti-pavem ent parking policies, and restriction of shopkeeper' s pavement displays. In addition, it is shown that some respondents feel unsafe in their neighbourhoo d and in their own house, that a considerable num ber avoid risky situations, and that the majority of the respondents have actually been confronted with som e kind of crime. Actual crime on the street and therefore feelings of danger might be reduced by more police supervision on the street and by setting up neighbourhood watch groups . Alarm systems and the installation of an intercom system might decrease the feelings of elderly insecurity by the elderly in their own hom e. Finally, althoug h the majority of the respondents do not see a discrepancy in the com positio n of the popula tion in their neighbo urhood by ethnic origin, a conside rable percentage of the respondents living next to or near to people of foreign origin would prefer not to. This im plies, among othe r things, an effort to im prove contact between the elderly and neighb ours and local residents of foreign origin. It is doubtfu l, how ever, whether local policy can interfere in this matter. In any case local government may create opportu nities to im prove contacts between neighbours by setting up`street conversations' and by calling in a conta ct person who might act as mediator in case of neighbours' quarrels.
W ith regard to the speci® c housing problems of the big cities, it appears that the respondents especially see proble ms with the storey on which their dwelling is locatedÐ i.e. the storey they live on is too high. In order to remove this problem , several measures are possible. First of all, the dwelling could be adapted by installing a lift. However, due to the type of housing in the big cities, this will usually not be ® nancially possible. Secondly, one could ensure that enough new dw ellings will be situated on the ground¯oor or with access to a lift. Thirdly, pressure could be put on housing corporations to adapt their allocation policy so that it will be easier for the elderly either to move to ground¯oor dw ellings or to¯ats with a lift. Besides being located on the wronḡ oor, a conside rable number of the dw ellings are in a bad state of repair. This could be im proved by the repair and renovatio n of the existing housing stock. How ever, in order to remove the overdue repairs to priva tely owned house s, it is necessary that occupants get organised in rent com mittees. Obviously, in case of serious defects, the buildin g inspection authorities can force private owners to carry out overdue repairs to their houses.
Besides these speci® c housing and neighbourho od problem s of the big cities, many elderly in our study also perceive a discrepancy with three other housin g features. First of all, present housin g type does not correspond very often with preferences, which means that the elderly who live in à norm al' house at this mom ent prefer to live in a house which is more suitable for the less healthy and less mobile elderly. In order to meet these preferences, it is necessary to build enough suitable house s in the near future. Furthe rmore, several desirable housing facilities are often not available in the present dwelling. This especially applies to an intercom system, social alarm system, central heating and antislip precautions in the bathroo m. Therefore, these type s of housing facilities should be installed. Finally, although rent in big cities is relatively low on average, it is show n that many elderly feel they have to spend a large amount of their incom e on living costs.
The second ® nding which is highly relevant from a policy perspective, refers to the fact that the state of repair and the discrepancy`storey too high' are the tw o housing discrepancies which exert the greatest in¯uence on moving plans. This im plies that efforts to keep older residents in their own house and/or neighbourhood through housing rehabilitation program mes, to built suf® cient new houses and to assign homes on the ground¯oor or with a lift especially to elderly, will probably be successful.
Finally, the results also highligh t the need for local policies prom oting moving by the elderly with high perceived living costs in relation to their incom e. Among these elderly, there is a tendency to remain despite their dissatisfaction with their house and/or neighbo urhood . This is not surprising because it is very likely that a move to another (new ) house will lead to a conside rable rent increase which they often cannot afford.
Notes
1. Strictly speakin g, the variable`rated share of living costs in incom e' is a com bination of a housing and persona l characte ristic. N evertheless, this variable will be consider ed here as a housing feature. 2. Figure 5 can be view ed as a path diagram Ð i.e. a visual represen tation of a theory about the structura l relations hips in a set of variables. It contains three endogen ous variablesÐ housing dissatisf action, neighbo urhood dissatisf action and m oving plansÐ and a set of exogeno us variable s, the backgro und characte ristics. The assum ed structura l model can be tested against real-w orld data using the observe d covarian ce matrix of the variable set. B ecause the endogen ous variables are categori cal in this particul ar application, the system s of equation s are estim ated by using the methodolo gy developed by M uthe Â n w hich is im plem ented in the com puter program LISCO M P. The path analysis is based on 394 cases rather than the 492 cases noted earlier. This is due to the fact that the analysis required com plete inform ation on all the variable s included in the path analysis ; otherw ise the case w as deleted. Conseque ntly, 98 cases w ere exclude d.
The fourth characte ristic is the need of care. W hether or not they could do their ow n housekeeping ' (0 5 yes; 1 5 no) served this purpose .
Lonelines s is the ® nal characte ristic of the elderly w hich is included in the analysis . In order to get an im pression of the degree of loneline ss, the elderly person w as ® rst asked directly about their feelings of loneline ss (0 5 no; 1 5 som etim es; 2 5 regularl y). Furtherm ore, the elderly w ere presente d with 11 item s and asked if they could indicate to what extent they agree w ith these item s. The 11 item s concern severe feelings of loneline ss as well as less intense loneline ss feelings, and w ere certainl y not chosen at random . They belong to the item s of the loneline ss scale, an instrum ent develop ed by de Jong G ierveld and colleagu es in order to m easure the degree of loneline ss in survey research . As a result, after som e sim ple calculat ions, answ ers to the 11 different item s can be sum marised in the loneline ss scale (see de Jong Gierveld and Kamphuis, 1985) . Because this scale consists of 11 item s, the scale varies from 0`not or very slightly lonely' to 11 very lonely' . In this study, preferen ce is given to this loneline ss scale.
D iscrepan cies with Housing Characte ristics
In Section 3, the determ ination of the discrepa ncies is discusse d. It is show n that som e of these discrepa ncies are tw o-sided. W ith regard to the discrepa ncy concern ing the num ber of room s, for instance , an elderly person may have either too m any or too few room s. Because it seem s plausible that these tw o types may have a differen t effect on the m oving plans of the elderly, it is necessa ry to consider these tw o separate ly. A s a result, with regard to the num ber of room s, two dum m ies are included in the path analysis :`too m any room s' (0 5 no; 1 5 yes; and`too few room s' (0 5 no; 1 5 yes).
The sam e method is follow ed for the discrepanc y concern ing the size of the living room Ð living room too sm all' (0 5 no; 1 5 yes) and living room too large' (0 5 no; 1 5 yes)Ð as w ell as the discrepa ncy concern ing the storeyÐ storey too low ' (0 5 no; 1 5 yes) and`storey too high' (0 5 no; 1 5 yes). However, because it appears that only a small num ber of the respondents lives in a house of which the living room is too large or of which the storey is too low (see Section 3), these tw o discrepa ncies have not been included in the path analysis .
The variable`rated share of living costs in incom e' consists of three categori es: (0) 5 good;
(1) 5 moderate; (2) 5 bad.
The variable`state of repair' is a com pound variable . The scale of this variable is the unw eighted sum of the follow ing three question s:
(1) big cracks (0 5 no; 1 5 yes); (2) possibility of heating the house (0 5 good; 0.33 5 reasona ble; 0.67 5 m oderate; 1 5 bad); and (3) house kept in good conditio n by owner (0 5 good; 0.5 5 m oderate, 1 5 bad). Therefore, the scale has a m inim um score of 0 (house in a very good state of repair) and a m axim um score of 3 (house in a very bad state of repair).
The variable`preferre d housing facilitie s not availabl e' is a scale w hich is com posed of the question s about the present and preferred availability of 16 housing facilities (see Section 3). In Section 3, it is m entioned that we speak only of a discrepa ncy if a preferred housing facility is not availabl e (0 5 no; 1 5 yes). Theoretic ally, the scale has a m axim um score of 16; practica lly, how ever, it runs from 0 to 15.
Finally, the discrepa ncy concern ing the type of housing , the ownership and the availabi lity of a separate bathroom or show er are not consider ed. Includin g the ® rst variable would result in a too large reductio n in the total cases: a large num ber of respond ents did not answ er the preferred type of housing . The other tw o variable s are not considered because only a very sm all num ber of the elderly perceive these discrepa ncies (see Section 3).
Discrepan cies with N eighbou rhood Characte ristics
The ® rst ® ve variable s concern ing the neighbo urhoodÐ i.e. the discrepa ncies concerni ng the neighbo urs by fam ily phase, age and ethnic originÐ are construc ted of the question s on the present and preferre d com position of the neighbo urs. From Section 3, it appeare d that they asked the elderly the question w hether they would say for 3 fam ily phases, 6 age groups and 6 ethnic groups, if som e of their neighbo urs belong to these groups and if they prefer these groups. W ith these answ ers, tw o kinds of discrepa ncy can be determined by each fam ily phase, age and ethnic group:`present , not preferre d' (0 5 no; 1 5 yes) and`not present, preferred ' (0 5 no; 1 5 yes).
However, with regard to the neighbo urs by ethnic origin, it is m entioned in Section 3 that w e speak only of a discrepa ncy if people live next to a certain ethnic group which they do not prefer. As a result, the two scales concern ing neighbo urs by fam ily phaseÐ`present neighbo urs by fam ily phase not preferre d' and`preferre d neighbo urs by fam ily phase not present' Ð run theoretic ally from 0 (no discrepa ncy w ith each of the 3 groups of neighbo urs by fam ily phase) to 3 (discrep ancy with all the 3 groups of neighbo urs by fam ily phase). In addition , the other 3 scalesÐ`present neighbo urs by age not preferre d' ,`preferre d neighbo urs by age not present' and`present neighbo urs by ethnic origin not preferre d' Ð run theoretic ally from 0 to 6. The sam e applies also to the next 5 scales, the discrepa ncy concern ing the local resident s by fam ily phase, age and ethnic origin.
On the basis of the scores on the question about crossin g the street safely' (0 5 yes; 1 5 no) and the question about`w alking on the footpath freely' (0 5 yes; 1 5 no), a scale is develop ed w hich is called the`accessi bility of the neighbo urhood' , with a m inim um score of 0 and a m axim um score of 2. Finally, the variable`safety' is the unw eighted sum of the scores on the 7 question s w hich they have asked the elderly in order to get an idea of their feelings of risk: (1) feel safe during the day in the district (0 5 yes; 1 5 no); (2) avoid certain parts of the district during the day (0 5 yes; 1 5 no); (3) leave the house in the evening (0 5 yes; 1 5 no); (4) feel unsafe alone in the house (0 5 no; 0.5 5 som etim es; 1 5 yes); (5) house ever burgled (0 5 no; 1 5 yes); (6) burglary in the neighbo urhood recently (0 5 no; 1 5 yes); and (7) been annoyed in the district (0 5 no; 1 5 yes). As a result, the scale has a m inim um score of 0 and a m axim um score of 7.
Social Bonds
The elderly w ere asked whether they have (1) contact w ith their neighbo urs (0 5 no; 1 5 yes); (2) friends in their neighbo urhood (0 5 no; 1 5 yes); (3) children nearbyÐ i.e. in their own district of Am sterdam (0 5 no; 1 5 yes) and (4) other fam ily m em bers nearbyÐ i.e. in their own district of Am sterdam (0 5 no; 1 5 yes). O n the basis of these data, the variable`social contact' is com posed which has served as the ® rst indicato r for the extent of social bonds. T he sum of the scores in these question s is divided by 4 for elderly with children and divided by 3 for elderly w ithout children . In this w ay, this variable runs from 0 (no or w eak social bonds) to 1 (very strong social bonds) for all respond ents.
In addition , they w ere asked the question w hether or not they are concerne d about their neighbo urhood (0 5 yes; 1 5 som ew hat; 2 5 no). This variable served as a second indicator for the extent of social bonds.
Level of D issatisfa ction with the House
The elderly were asked to w hat extent they are satis® ed with their present house. They could choose from the follow ing answ er categori es: (1) satis® ed ( 5 0); (2) m oderatel y satis® ed ( 5 1) and (3) dissatis® ed ( 5 2). It appears that generally the responde nts are satis® ed with their house: 73 per cent of the elderly are satis® ed and 22 per cent m oderatel y satis® ed w ith their house. O nly 5 per cent of the respond ents are dissatis® ed.
Level of D issatisfa ction with the Neighbou rhood
In order to get an impression of the extent of dissatisf action with the neighbo urhood, the responden ts w ere asked how pleasant they think it is to live in this neighbo urhood. The answ er categori es w ere: (1) very pleasant ; (2) pleasan t; (3) neither pleasan t, nor unpleas ant; (4) unpleasant ; and (5) very unpleas ant. The elderly are also satis® ed w ith their neighbo urhood: 82 per cent of the respond ents answ ered this question by saying that their neighbo urhood is pleasant (46 per cent) or very pleasant (36 per cent) to live in. Only 4 per cent said that their neighbo urhood is unpleasa nt (3 per cent) or very unpleasa nt (1 per cent). In the path analysis , the answ er categori es (1) and (2) as well as (4) and (5) are com bined:
(1) 1 (2) 5 0; (3 ) 5 1; (4) 1 (5) 5 2.
M oving Plans
The elderly were asked if they w ish to m ove in the com ing years and, if so, w hen. It turns out that a consider able num ber of the respond ents are inclined to m ove: 29 per cent of the elderly have moving plans; 10 per cent of them wish to m ove as soon as possible , 2 per cent w ithin one year, 6 per cent in one or tw o years, and 11 per cent in more than 3 years. This study only made a distinction betw een elderly with m oving plans ( 5 1) and elderly w ith no m oving plans ( 5 0).
